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The digital revolution is dramatically transforming all facets of our lives. 
Every day, 10.5 billion minutes are spent on Facebook, 35 million mobile 
applications are downloaded and 1 million blog posts are published. In the 
first quarter of 2012, 8 million new .com and .net domain names were 
registered. The number of videos uploaded to YouTube in one month is 
greater than all of the programs that the three major U.S. television 
networks have produced over the last 60 years. By 2016, there will be more 
mobile devices in circulation than there will be humans on the planet.

This revolution will increasingly be shaped by “Generation S” – those 
currently under the age of ten, who will have never been without a touch 
screen, and are growing up with the ubiquity of the Internet, and instant 
access to information. This generation’s use of information and access to 
entertainment, education and monetary transactions, will be via a screen. 
They will consume media disassembled, engage in stories in a participatory 
way and most likely consume content recommended by a friend or an 
algorithm.

The impact of this revolution on the television and interactive digital media 
sectors is far-reaching as the sectors strive to adapt their competitive 
strategies and business models to take advantage of emerging 
technologies and changing markets.

By many accounts, threats and opportunities are flip sides of the same coin: 
trying to adapt to changing consumer habits both undermines current 
models and creates the basis for new ones.

There is no doubt that this revolution in all its dimensions requires a bold 
and imaginative response on the part of governments, funders of creative 
content and the industry. In many ways, the question at the heart of this 
issue is the following: Are We Ready for “Generation S”?

Phase 1: A Far-Ranging Environmental Scan

To prepare this report, the CMF began with an environmental scan to 
examine the trends and market developments that are currently 
transforming the industry. To the extent possible, the CMF drew on 
Canadian sources of information but the scan conducted was international 
in scope.

Phase 2: A Quantitative Analysis to Scan the Web

In order to ensure that the scan was comprehensive, the CMF engaged the 
services of Nexalogy Environics to conduct a quantitative analysis using a 
lexical mapping technology to scan the Web. This analysis had two 
objectives: 1) weigh the importance of topics in relation to the television 
industry; and 2) identify gaps in information to supplement existing data. 
Nexalogy applied a rigorous filtering process to isolate relevant information 
and data.

Phase 3: Strategic Trends Driving the Transformation of the Industry

The results of Phases 1 and 2 provided the necessary market intelligence for 
the CMF to identify six strategic trends which we consider form the basis 
for the transformation underway in the industry, one that we believe will 
represent a turning point for the television and digital media sectors.
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VALUE CREATION CHAIN

ARE WE READY FOR “GENERATION S” ?

INTRODUCTION

The value creation chain from the traditional television model -illustrated below- will be used throughout this report as the point of reference to 
illustrate how each of the six strategic trends retained is currently impacting the sector. These impacts are occurring at several levels, affecting 
the various ACTORS in the value chain; their respective ROLES; and the RELATIONS that bind them together. Some of the strategic trends 
retained affect only a portion of the traditional value chain, while others are of a more structural nature and will impact the entire chain and the 
sector as a whole.   
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Broadband penetration, wireless accessibility and overall advances in 
consumer technology - especially mobile devices - have reached a critical 
mass. Many of our interactions are now screen-based: 4.4 hours of our 
daily leisure time is spent in front of screens. Our access to various screens 
is driven by different uses: PCs remain the preferred working tool; mobile 
phones are highly personal devices used to communicate and socialize; 
tablets are used for leisure at home and bedtime; and the television set 
remains the king of the living room with a strong gathering power. And 
new screen-equipped products continue to emerge.

We have entered the age of incessant connectivity where an increasing proportion 
of users are “always on”, connected through one or several devices.

  of Canadian households have a broadband
  Internet connection (2012). 

 Canada is one of the 10 most connected 
countries in the world.

83%

24%

of Canadians
own a tablet.

(2012)

54%

of Canadian 
mobile subscribers

 own a smartphone.
(2012)

50%

of American
 mobile subscribers
own a smartphone.

(2012)

of Americans
own a tablet.

(2012)

25%

8%2012

CONNECTED TV
% of Canadian households with Internet access via their TV

50%2019

By the end of 2015, mobile data traffic over cellular 
networks in Canada is expected to grow by 30 times.

89.3%

2006

89.6%

2011

Percentage of Canadian households subscribing to BDUs
CORD-CUTTING IS OVERHYPED IN CANADA
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1 ALWAYS ON : Making Content Available on all Platforms Remains a Priority

CHALLENGES

The ongoing multiplication of platforms (combinations of different 
devices and exploitation systems) creates sustained pressure on the costs 
of content distribution.

The progressive migration of television viewing towards on-line 
platforms is altering traditional content funding models (shift of 
revenues from BDUs to ISPs, and from broadcasters to online channels). 

The competitive necessity to collect and analyze mass quantities of 
viewing and engagement data from various sources and platforms 
creates an additional burden on actors in the value chain.

OPPORTUNITIES

The multiplication of platforms creates new revenue sources within the 
value chain (e.g. broadcasters’ ability to make deals with OTT services or 
Smart TV manufacturers).

The mass quantities of data available as a result of online and social 
media analytics provides a significant opportunity to create value, either 
from its use for internal purposes (e.g. content optimization from  
audience feedback, targeted promotional campaigns, etc.) and/or the 
sale of this data to third parties (e.g. advertisers).

IMPACTS ON THE INDUSTRY
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As illustrated in the first strategic trend, the fact that content is being 
consumed concurrently on TV sets, personal computers, smartphones, 
tablets and other connected devices has made distribution more complex. 
But the changes run much deeper than this: two important (and potentially 
contradictory) patterns are in play.

While content viewing has traditionally been a “mass” and “lean back” 
experience (and likely will continue to be for many viewers in older age 
demographics), viewers are increasingly interested in engaging with 
content or sharing their experience with others: as a result, we have 
witnessed the advent of  “convergent” content and second screen 
applications that enable viewers to engage with TV-related content in a 
synchronous manner, as well as the rise of social television (i.e. 
conversations on social networks related to TV programs).

On the other hand, technologies now enable viewers more than ever 
before to perform other, unrelated, activities while consuming content: 
50% of Canadians now access the Web while they watch television (19% 
state that they do it “always” or “very often”), with the most popular 
activities being accessing email, participating in social networks and playing 
games.

Profound changes in the way audiences consume and engage with 
content require a rethinking of content development.

A digital product or service looks and works coherently across devices. Features are 
optimized for specific device characteristics and usage scenarios. (eg : Netflix is available on 
multiple devices, its interface adapting to the screen being used)

Devices are always in sync even when used simultaneously. 
(eg : Videotron's illicoweb service allows you to continue watching a TV episode or a movie 
where you left it, whatever device was last used)

Devices are being used simultaneously and complement each other in terms of user 
experience or content delivered. Experience can be synced or not. (eg : Second screen apps 
synchronized to TV content via audio fingerprinting)

CONVERGENT CONSUMPTION PATTERNS

COHERENCE

SYNCHRONIZATION

SIMULTANEITY

SCREEN CONVERGENCE : Multiple Patterns of Content Consumption

ARE WE READY FOR “GENERATION S” ?

In this new context, content development must be rethought in three 
distinct ways:

- given the almost unlimited content offering available to consumers (in the 
unregulated online environment), strategies to ensure the discoverability 
of content become critical;

- once viewers have selected a given content offering, they must be 
provided with the opportunity to engage with the content and/or share 
their experience; and

- delivering a well-executed, deeply-integrated user experience is key to 
maintaining audience engagement.

“Consumption of content is on demand, on the run (i.e. 
anytime, anywhere), social and distracted (multi-tasking)”.

- Saul Berman, IBM
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USA 77%

GLOBAL 67%

CANADA 50%

% of  TV viewers who use another connected device at the same time (2012)

MULTISCREEN
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“There are more than 6,7 million social interactions 
related to TV every week in Canada”. 

- Laurent Maisonnave, Seevibes 

SOCIAL INTERACTIONS LINKED TO TV CONTENT IN THE US  

81
MILLION 

June 2012June 2011

UP 681%
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SCREEN CONVERGENCE : Multiple Patterns of Content Consumption
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CHALLENGES

Traditional content creation processes and cost structures at all stages of 
the value chain are being altered, entailing longer development periods 
and significant new costs:

- to design content that is intended from the outset to be exploited and 
optimized for all platforms; 

- to ensure interoperability between platforms, and provide a seamless 
user experience (UX); 

- to ensure discoverability; 
- to develop new engagement strategies to prevent viewers from 

concurrently multi-tasking with other, unrelated content or on-line 
activities; and

- to optimize social interactions related to content (e.g. community 
managers, social media strategists, etc.) during its commercial 
exploitation. 

In this new context, a greater understanding of the potential and use of 
technologies in the conception, development and distribution of 
content will be required on the part of all actors in the value chain, 
which in turn will require the development of new skill sets.

Greater coordination will be required between actors in the value chain, 
from development, to programming, to promotion, to customer service.

OPPORTUNITIES

“Convergent” content and/or second screen applications; Social TV; and 
improved user experiences made possible by technologies such as 
algorithm-based search engines, and voice and gesture recognition, all 
contribute to increase viewer engagement, and as a result serve to 
mitigate audience fragmentation and provide new opportunities for 
monetization.

IMPACTS ON THE INDUSTRY

ARE WE READY FOR “GENERATION S” ?

2 SCREEN CONVERGENCE : Multiple Patterns of Content Consumption
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TRANSMEDIA STORYTELLING : The Potential New Influence of Television 

As shown by the first two strategic trends , the industry has become 
virtually platform-agnostic. An equally important phenomenon is that it is 
also becoming increasingly “media-agnostic”, with a refocus on 
storytelling.

The television industry has a proven track record in developing and 
producing engaging stories. The popularity of branded content, cinematic 
gameplay and online video are just a few examples of the influence that 
storytelling is having on other sectors.

The television model characterized by mass-audience reach is being 
mimicked by many players in the digital media space, such as YouTube’s 
strategic move away from short-format video consumption towards longer, 
more engaging “TV” formats and from one-hit wonders towards 
subscription-based channels.

In the same way that the gaming industry capitalized on the opportunities 
created by the transmedia environment with “gamification” (transforming 
the way that content is conceived and developed), the television industry is 
now also well-positioned to exploit transmedia trends.

The massive digitization of content and the convergence of devices are driving 
the cross pollination of the media sectors. 

AVERAGE AUDIOVISUAL CONSUMPTION (TV & VIDEO)
 IN CANADA PER MONTH (2012) 

Time spent online

45h

28h 
All online videos

14h
YouTube

TV

123h 

58% of online videos
  watched are TV content

   42% of online videos
  watched are web exclusives

3

Online video consumption by Canadians (2012) 
TV Content vs Web Exclusive
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ARE WE READY FOR “GENERATION S” ?

CHALLENGES

The blurring of boundaries between the different media industries will 
create new competitors (e.g. from the music, publishing or advertising 
sectors) within the traditional value chain.

The advent of these new competitors will create additional demand on 
traditional content funding sources.

OPPORTUNITIES

Through greater cross-sectoral collaboration, producers and 
broadcasters could develop new strategies to leverage their expertise in 
content creation in order to further “TV-fy” other media sectors.

IMPACTS ON THE INDUSTRY

TV

MusicFilm

Books Games
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CROWDFUNDING PLATFORMS IN THE WORLD (2012)

450
worldwide

and growing

17/ 450
are Canadian
and growing

Kickstarter, one of the most important crowdfunding 
platforms on the planet, distributed over $270 million to 

its users’ projects in 2012.

THE “POWER OF MANY”: The Audience as Active Participant in Financing, Production and Distribution   

Given the opportunities provided by advances in consumer technology, the 
industry has seen the audience take greater control of the user experience 
by choosing when, where and how to access its favorite content. Now, the 
“crowd” is interested in even greater participation. This participation is 
taking the following forms:
 
- in content creation: users generate content, self-publish and co-create 

through crowdsourcing.
- in content curation: users select, comment on and recommend content 

through blogs and social networks.
- in content financing and promotion: users make decisions via 

crowdfunding, playing the role of committed investor and active 
promoter of content.

The increasing influence of the audience in the funding, production and distribution of 
content is leading to a redefinition of  roles in the traditional value chain.

TWITTER

In 2012, 

400 
million tweets
were published daily,

 worldwide.

4

FACEBOOK
1 out of 2 Canadians

 is on Facebook
The average

Canadian spends

6h40m
per month

on Facebook.

TOTAL AMOUNT RAISED GLOBALLY FROM CROWDFUNDING 

2011

2012 $2,8 billion

$1,5 billion

in US dollars
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THE “POWER OF MANY”: The Audience as Active Participant in Financing, Production and Distribution   4

CHALLENGES

Advances in consumer technology and the audience’s greater appetite 
for a role in content selection have created an environment of almost 
unlimited content choice, creating more competition than ever before 
for professionally and domestically-produced content.

This new environment creates strain on certain traditional content 
funding sources (e.g. the influence of OTT services on Canadian BDUs 
and potentially, in the future, on Canadian broadcasters and the 
simultaneous substitution model).

The growing power of the audience requires significantly heightened 
attention to brand reputation and the development of risk mitigation 
strategies.

Management of the audience relationship is not a panacea or guarantee 
of commercial success: actors in the value chain must strive to ensure 
that interactions with viewers provide added value, and do not become 
a form of enslavement.

OPPORTUNITIES

Advances in consumer technology have created a truly global audience 
for content, organized by communities of interest, and new funding 
opportunities like crowdfunding.

Advances in consumer technology and changing content consumption 
habits enable the elimination of intermediaries in the traditional value 
chain, leading to a potential redistribution of revenue; however, few 
experiences to-date have successfully demonstrated that the 
direct-to-consumer model is scalable.

The use of open source software and the crowdsourcing of elements of 
the creative or production process can lead to significant cost savings 
(e.g. Netflix’s recommendation engine was crowdsourced for a cost of 
approximately 1 million dollars).

The influence of the crowd, when it occurs in a truly organic or viral 
manner, can be exceptionally powerful and generate significant 
engagement with content, 

Crowdfunding has reached a disruptive level, necessitating a review and 
update of legal and regulatory frameworks all around the world, 
including Canada.

IMPACTS ON THE INDUSTRY
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EMBRACING MONETIZATION IN AN “ATTENTION ECONOMY”

Many monetization models have been developed in the digital media space 
and the most successful companies use a number of them: Apple and 
Google have been leading the way in terms of implementing profitable 
revenue models.

A key lesson to be learned from these players is that the models they have 
devised succeed in creating value by monetizing their ability to engage and 
retain users. These elements are essential to what has been coined the 
“attention economy”.

 

 
YouTube, for example, is well positioned in this new economy, after proving 
it could successfully allow rights holders to monetize their content through 
its platform.

“ In the digital space, everything is cheap, except attention.’’ 

- Liz Rosenthal, Power to the Pixel

Viable monetization strategies are directly linked to the ability to successfully 
engage and retain audiences.

In 2011, Google-owned YouTube had 
20,000 affiliated partners. 

In 2012, thousands of YouTubers were earning 
more than $100K per year.  

In Canada, online ad spending is expected to 
overtake TV ad spending by 2016.

Advertising
Subscription

Freemium (free-to-play, free-to-download)  
Virtual goods, in-app purchase 

On demand
Licensing (either rev-share or royalty-based)

Merchandising
Lead generation (affiliation)

Selling Data

ONLINE MONETIZATION MODELS

5

ADVERTISING SPENDING

$2,2 billion

$2,6 billion

2010

2011

2012 $3 billion

Online, in Canada TV, in Canada

$3,4 billion

$3,5 billion

$3,7 billion

$26 billion

$31,7 billion

2010

2011

2012 $37,4 billion

Google’s ad revenue
$15,4 billion

Facebook’s ad revenue
$4,2 billion

Online, in the US
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$5,2 billion

$15,1 billion

2010

2012

2014 $58 billion

GLOBAL MOBILE APP ECONOMY REVENUE

38%App
downloads
$170,5 million

Subscriptions
$147 million

19% Advertisement
$163 million

21%

CANADIAN APP MAKERS REVENUE FOR 2012 : $775 M

In-App Purchases
$294,5 million

22%

EMBRACING MONETIZATION IN AN “ATTENTION ECONOMY”

29% of downloaders
spend money on apps 

for a monthly average of

of Canadian smartphone
owners download apps

of the avg. 
monthly

Internet bill

of the avg. 
monthly

cellphone bill

of the avg. 
monthly

TV service bill

equal to

19% 13,5% 16%

$11,05

76%

APP DOWNLOADING AND SPENDING 
AMONG CANADIAN SMARTPHONE OWNERS (2012)

THE BORGIAS - SEASON 1
 available on many platforms, for many prices (2012)

$59,99

$29,99$25,99
$19,99$16,99$14,97

DVDiTunes HDiTunes SDillicoweb
  (in french)

Netflix
(monthly sub.)     

Amazon
instant

video HD

Amazon
instant

video SD

Blu-ray

$7,99

$29,99

5
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CHALLENGES

The need to concurrently exploit several revenue models with distinct 
and flexible pricing structures and distinct remuneration parameters for 
underlying rights holders creates additional expenses and can lead to a 
longer delay between the start of commercial exploitation and the 
profitability stage.

Data is central to this new economy. As mentioned in the first strategic 
trend, the need to collect and analyze mass quantities of viewing and 
engagement data creates an additional financial burden.

Actors in the value chain will need to invest time and resources before 
being able to monetize successfully.

OPPORTUNITIES

The implementation of successful and complementary monetization 
strategies will lead to sustained increases in revenues from companies’ 
digital lines of business – putting an end to the adage of “analog dollars 
and digital dimes”.

Complementary monetization structures are likely to enable longer 
commercial exploitation of content.

IMPACTS ON THE INDUSTRY
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TOWARDS A NEW ECOSYSTEM : The Big and the Agile 

On one hand, the new ecosystem includes media giants, most of which are 
foreign: Google/YouTube, Apple, Amazon, Facebook, Sony and Samsung 
are increasingly active in all facets of the value chain including the creation, 
aggregation and distribution of content, and the manufacturing of devices

In Canada, the industry has followed this same trend: greater vertical 
integration and greater concentration of resources and revenues.

On the other hand, the new ecosystem has also seen the emergence of a 
multitude of small companies often characterized by their innovation, the 
production of lower-budget, niche-oriented products and self-distribution. 
Their proximity to end-users (including crowdsourcing, and social media 
strategies) have led to a distribution reach of millions of consumers globally. 
Examples abound and include: Machinima, Balcony TV, Hootsuite, Rovio, 
Instagram, Zeebox, Vudu, Zynga, Pinterest, and Roku.

These companies, particularly in the digital media sector, are increasingly 
turning towards the investment community (angels and venture capital) 
and newer forms of financing like crowdfunding to fuel their growth, and 
are less likely to turn to traditional, project-based funding sources. 

ARE WE READY FOR “GENERATION S” ?

The changing digital environment is creating an increasingly polarized content ecosystem composed 
of either very large players or very small players, with very different business models.
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As of December 2012, there are nearly 1.2 million small 
businesses in Canada using 48,3% of  the country’s total 

workforce. The number of new start-ups created in the last 
2 years reached an all-time record. 

Emerging technology sectors are the most growing 
investment sector, with the lion’s share going to 

Internet-focused and software applications firms.

“The cost of starting a company has fallen by 90% in the 
past decade, one reason investors are more willing to fund 

more companies, with younger founders, ever earlier in 
their life cycle.”

 
-Eric Schurenberg, Inc.com

134 
investments

103/134
were new invesments

which totalled

$82.4 M

CANADIAN ANGEL GROUP INVESTMENTS 
ACROSS ALL SECTORS (2011)

6

YouTube has now invested more than 300 million dollars 
(over 2 years) to develop original content channels in the 

US. And it recently announced that it will invest in 60 
international partnerships to create channels in the United 

Kingdom, France and Germany.
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In 2011, for every dollar that a 
US company raised in VC,

Canadian companies only raised $0,37 
creating an important competitive gap. 



TOWARDS A NEW ECOSYSTEM : The Big and the Agile 
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CHALLENGES

It is likely that polarization will continue to increase in this new 
ecosystem through further consolidation and vertical integration, 
leading to a content industry comprised of very distinct actors with 
fundamentally different resources and revenue models.

The growing importance of foreign media companies in the Canadian 
media ecosystem, combined with the need for smaller Canadian 
companies to seek out new sources of revenue from outside of Canada, 
will create significant pressure on the existing regulatory and funding 
frameworks. For example:

Larger foreign players may increasingly compete with Canadian 
companies for the acquisition of rights to foreign (mostly US) content 
for the Canadian market, depriving Canadian broadcasters of a 
significant historical source of revenue.  This may in turn diminish the 
ability of Canadian broadcasters to invest in Canadian content.

Canadian content is likely to be increasingly made for non-Canadian 
distribution platforms.

The increasing growth of start-up companies creates pressure on 
Canadian funders to both adapt their financing tools, and ensure 
greater alignment between themselves, or risk losing entrepreneurs to 
foreign capital markets.

OPPORTUNITIES

Start-ups and smaller companies may increasingly be able to forego 
traditional funding sources to finance the production and distribution of 
their content.

Traditional funding sources could leverage their resources by 
fundamentally adapting their approaches to the realities of the new 
ecosystem through the introduction of new programs and the forging of 
partnerships with the investment community and crowdfunding 
platforms. 

IMPACTS ON THE INDUSTRY
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